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1. 3-DOF Gyroscope Plant/ Workstation
The 3 DOF Gyroscope is a dynamically diverse experimental platform ideal for study of rotational
wheel
dynamics principles related to the real-life applications including altitude control, momentum
gyroscopic
sensors,
with
devices
ot; nuuigution, satellite orientation, auto-pilot systems and technical
"lnt
such as smart phones, tablets or video game controllers.
Students Benefits:

The 3 DOF Gyroscope is a diverse experimental platform that can be used to teach rotational
guaranteed
dynamic chatlenges. fuith applicationi in flight control and satellites, this experiment is
on
controller
feedback
state
implement
and
design
to engage studenis; and it h;lps them to analyse,
the system.

Technical Specifications:
Total mass

21.3 kg

Disc encoder resolution (in quadrature)

4096 count/rev

Gimbal / frame resoluti'on (in quadrature)

4000 count/rev

Disk motor output power

44.5 W

Gimbal / frame motors output Power

266 \,1

Rotor mass

1.91 kg

Rotor diameter

0.152 m

Rotor thickness

0.0127 m

Features:

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

4 DOF sensed and 4 DOF actuated (bver-actuated) system
Mechanically balanced through the entire workspace
High-resolution optical encoders for accurate measurement
Slip rings provide infinite continuous motion in each DOF
Direct drive actuation to achieve negligible friction on all axes

.

Open architecture design allows users to debign their own controller

Precise, stiffand heavy-duty machined components
Fully compatible with MATLAB@/Simulink@ and LabVIEWTM
rully documented system models and parameters provided for MATLAB@, Simulink@ and

LabVlEW

r

Special requirement

.

Nonlinear modelling of the system using differeniial equations in MATLAB Simulink and with
details in soft and hard copy of manuals
provision to replace the controller (provided with the set-up) with some different linear/ nonlinear
controllers

Warrantee: I

year
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